The 12 Virtues Of A Good Teacher

I

n the year 1785, just before the French
Revolution,
Brother
Agathon,
Superior
General of the De La Salle Brothers, wrote a
document called The Twelve Virtues of a
Good Teacher'. It is a work such as a wise,
compassionate and experienced Year Coordinator
might write.

T
I am a Lasallian teacher from De La Salle College, Malvern.
Each portrait is based on the wisdom of Agathon and his
brothers,
and
the
many
colleagues
who
over
the years have modelled these virtues for me.
To
them
especially,
I
express
my
gratitude.
Brian Long

he Twelve Virtues combines the spiritual
vision of John Baptist De La Salle's
Meditations and the practical pedagogy of his
Conduct of Schools. It answers the fundamental
question for teachers in Lasallian schools: To
touch the hearts of my students and teach them
in the best possible way, what practices should
I follow and what vision should I have for them?
Br Agathon reminds the teacher - if you have a
problem in your class, look to your own behaviour
first. It is significant that he gave most space to the
virtue of Gentleness.

I

n attempting to summarise Br Agathon's
description of each virtue, I have created a
pen portrait (with accompanying pictures) of a
teacher practicing the virtue. Many of the phrases
are direct quotations or adaptations of his words.
Brian Long
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Gravity

This is the virtue that Agathon and De La Salle left out.
John is funny. He has a great sense of humour and his
students

laugh often in his classes. They feel

relaxed enough to work hard. When there is a problem
or a difficulty, he can defuse the situation with
a smile or a joke. John has a good sense of proportion and
knows that boys in particular like a teacher who can make

lessons fun, as well as hard work.

Humour
calm environment,
encouraging a climate of trust and mutual
respect His low profile interventions lessen the
Daniel creates a

possibility of problems escalating. His students react well
to his

authority which is measured, fair, understated
and meant to be taken seriously.

Silence
Anne sees her life as a teacher as a way of

giving

herself for others. She has a wide-open heart, giving
liberally and inclusively. All feel welcome in
her presence. They know they are accepted,
feel free to make mistakes and also to become their
best selves.

Generosity
Paula’s students exist in a world of rush and noise. She
works hard to make her classes

oases of peace.

She is not the sort of teacher that is in a “perpetual state of
agitation”. Her students do not talk too much because she
doesn’t either. Paula

listens carefully to what

they say and don’t say. She knows that young people
learn to listen by being listened to.

Humility
relationship
with his students. He believes that Jesus is alive in
his heart and in those of his students. This gives

Ashley takes Christ as his model in his

life and purpose to his teaching as he prepares them to be

good people in whatever vocation they follow.

Piety
Michael is a teacher who is not ego-driven. He believes
that his gifts have been given to him by God to be used

for others. He does his best and leaves the
results to God. If he gets a class he doesn’t particularly
want, he accepts it knowing that this is where God thinks
he is

most needed. Michael is willing to
learn from his students.

Prudence
guardian angel
to her students. She tries to understand all she can

Rebecca is happy to be a kind of

about them – she finds out their interests, their passions,
their fears and worries. She is always

watching out

for them, foreseeing difficulties that might arise and leading
them to make

positive choices in their lives.

Vigilance

Annette is always

learning from her own

experiences and those of others. She is noted for her
considered judgements. She gets to know each student in
her class – each one’s capacity, motivation and
temperament. She

adapts her teaching to their

needs. She thinks before acting and “recognizes in advance
what may happen following the natural course of events.”
She practises

preventative pedagogy.

Wisdom
passionate about his teaching and is
committed to the welfare of his students. He wants
to bring them to salvation, to fullness of life. He
Sateesh is

instructs by his own example, believing that “children learn
more by seeing than by hearing”. He takes into
consideration

their needs, becoming “little with the

little ones” and links his teaching to their “level of
understanding and manner of appreciating things”.

Zeal

David is able to distinguish what is of

real value and

goodness in his work with young people. He models the

cultivate with his students. He
has a real sense of his work being a ministry and tries
virtues he wants to

always to see his students with the eyes of God. He tries to
see

what lies beneath the surface anger,

resentment, boredom and other difficult behaviours.

Patience

love

Kylie approaches her classes with the attitude that “

wins love”. In practice, this means that she behaves
with courtesy and good manners; she shows equal

kindness to all; she doesn’t overlook mistakes that
need to be pointed out, but she does so gently and carefully;
she

praises appropriately; she does not ask more of

them than they have the capacity for. Her students
understand that

she really cares about
them.

Gentleness

Jennie

remembers when a Year 9 boy said to her,

“Many teachers aren’t very patient”. There are teachers
who sometimes “punish them unjustly (because they do
not) take time to reflect before acting or speaking.” Jennie

takes time to to ask herself whether she is causing
the problem. Her love and compassion are
always bigger than the young person’s anger and pain.

Reserve
Andrew is able to show

self-control in

situations where he might be expected to blow his top. He

moderate in his actions and shows discretion and
restraint in his dealings with students.
He has a peaceful and calm attitude that the students

is

admire and even begin to adopt themselves.

